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SVoD availability of Disney‘s current movies
Share of best-performing and most
recent Disney movies1)
▪ Disney has recently announced that it will pull movies
from Netflix through the end of 2018, leaving only
Marvel TV Shows, and launch its own streaming
service
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▪ So far the announcement holds for the US only –
nevertheless we had a closer look into other main
SVoD market players in the UK and Germany
▪ Netflix offers Disney current movies on its services
with a kind of similar share in all three markets
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▪ Amazon has no output deal with Disney for its SVoD
service

▪ It is NowTV in the UK and Sky Ticket in Germany that
have a comprehensive number of Disney bestperforming movies in their portfolios

1) only Disney’s top movies regarding Box Office figures are considered
content catalogues as of August 2017
source: veed analytics
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Summary & Outlook
Industry:
▪ The video industry value chain gets mixed up, especially when it comes to SVoD: producers
become services providers, tech driven video services become producers. The video services not
only fight for production capacities but also smartly link theirs brands with original content,
while studio content gets increasingly pushed into the second row
▪ For the studios it is not enough anymore to focus only on just one part of the value chain. It is
getting more important to get consumer-centric, own and leverage data to take better content
and feature decisions
▪ In order to succeed in this fragmented and competitive environment it is essential to offer a
great Quality of Experience: Right content, easily discovered and decently delivered. That is why
we expect further technology investments/cooperation like Disney & BAMTech

Consumer:
▪ Technically, consumers have not had a better legal access to their beloved content. On the other
hand complexity is growing and its getting more dizzy where to go and what to expected
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▪ It will be interesting to follow if the fragmentation is healthy for the industry. Consumer want
choice but if it gets to complicated they get lost in the content jungle and just stick to a few
services. Once this tipping point is reached it will be challenging for the industry to refinance
the heavy investments in content with revenues from the fragmented services
source: veed analytics
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